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Split Log Cabin
56” by 70”
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Yardage RequirementsYardage Requirements

Using Fat Eights
(40) Light to Medium Light, Fat Eights

Divide the fabrics into four different color families.
Example: (10) Gold, (10) Amber, (10) Pale Green, (10) Tan,

(40) Dark to Medium Dark, Fat Eights
Divide the fabrics into four different color families.

Example: (10) Rust, (10) Grey/Black, (10) Brown, (10) Burgundy,

Using Fat Quarters
(20) Light to Medium Light, Fat Quarters

Divide the fabrics into four different color families.
Example: (5) Gold, (5) Amber, (5) Pale Green, (5) Tan,

(20) Dark to Medium Dark, Fat Quarters
Divide the fabrics into four different color families.

Example: (5) Rust, (5) Grey/Black, (5) Brown, (5) Burgundy,

Using Quarter Yard Strips
(20) Light to Medium Light, Quarter Yard Strips

Divide the fabrics into four different color families.
Example: (5) Gold, (5) Amber, (5) Pale Green, (5) Tan,

,
(20) Dark to Medium Dark, Quarter Yard Strips

Divide the fabrics into four different color families.
Example: (5) Rust, (5) Grey/Black, (5) Brown, (5) Burgundy,

Color Selection:Color Selection: Your fabric selection should be divided into an equal amount of light and dark fabrics. The light fab- Your fabric selection should be divided into an equal amount of light and dark fabrics. The light fab-
rics are divided again into rics are divided again into (4)(4) color groups of  color groups of (10)(10) fabrics. Keep in mind the fabrics in each group should blend both  fabrics. Keep in mind the fabrics in each group should blend both 
in value and color with a large selection of texture. The dark fabric are divided as well, in value and color with a large selection of texture. The dark fabric are divided as well, (4)(4) color groups of  color groups of (10)(10), each , each 
group blending both in value and color with a large selection of texture.  You can choose any color combinations that group blending both in value and color with a large selection of texture.  You can choose any color combinations that 
you would like, but to make a quilt similar to the one shown on the cover sheet, we recommend using the colors listed:you would like, but to make a quilt similar to the one shown on the cover sheet, we recommend using the colors listed:
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